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ABSTRACT

Modern musical events create a boundary between per-
formers and the audience, with only the former playing
and active role. We introduce Count-Me-In, a collaborative
music sequencer that uses a distributed Web architecture to
promote audience participation in music performances, in-
stallations, and other related contexts. Count-Me-In uses
a step-sequencer design to reduce the negative effects of
network latency on the participants’ experience.

1. INTRODUCTION

In primitive societies, music has served as cohesive as-
pect of social activities such as religious rituals [1]. Music
events are highly participatory, with all attendees playing
an active role. In modern western society, where individual
roles have become more and more specialized, participants
of musical events are most often split into performers and
audience 1 , with only the former playing an active role and
producing music onstage.

Filipino musician and ethnomusicologist JosÂe Maceda
criticized the commercial proclivity of western music [3],
while studying indigenous music and advocating ªfor a re-
turn to the experience of music as a social and communal
eventº [4]. It is thus not surprising that some of his ex-
perimental works focused on using technology to bring the
music performance back to a collective, participatory expe-
rience. In his work Ugnayan, he enabled large audiences to
become performers by means of the distributed speaker ar-
ray approach [5]: all of Manila radio stations broadcast the
piece, while inhabitants were encouraged to go out with
their portable radios to create a massive city soundscape.
Similar participatory speaker arrays have become popular
and used by several composers ever since. Please refer to
Taylor’s work [5] for a story of this approach.

A more contemporary take on participatory music makes
use of modern computing devices like mobile phones to
provide interaction capabilities to the audience [6±8]. An
important aspect of this approach is to provide the audi-
ence with a clear understanding of the cause and effect re-
lation between their actions and the resulting musical out-

1 Note that Small [2] considers many others, besides musicians and
audience, to be participants of the ªmusickingº activity.
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Figure 1. Spontaneous Count-Me-In session with children.

put. This aspect, also known as agency, is critical for the
quality of musical interaction [9]. It has been observed
that the perception of agency when observing a digital mu-
sic instrument performance can be unclear [10]. Further-
more, providing agency to the audience while preserving
overall musical structure, becomes a balancing act. Be-
cause of this trade-off, some systems are more suitable for
ambient or experimental music. Solutions like voting sys-
tems [11, 12] have been used to achieve more structured
musical results at the expense of agency [12].

In recent years, Web technologies have evolved to incor-
porate features that make it possible to develop real-time
music applications. Schnell et al [13] make use of several
modern Web standards to create a collaborative sound and
visual installation. Matuszewski [14] created a framework
for the development of distributed multimedia applications
based on Web standards. Using Web technologies on mo-
bile devices makes it extremely easy to deploy collabora-
tive applications, as it relieves the need for installing ded-
icated applications, lowering the barrier for participation.
Furthermore, the introduction of the Web MIDI API al-
lows Web applications to communicate with external musi-
cal equipment, opening new possibilities for collaborative
music performance.

With Count-Me-In, we aimed at creating a participatory
and playful music experience that provides participants
with agency while producing structured musical output.
The system was designed around a collaborative step se-
quencer and leverages networked computing devices and
modern Web technologies. Count-Me-In can easily fit
spontaneous, 2-people sessions (e.g. Fig. 1), scenarios in-
volving a larger number of people, or even combined with
other electronic or acoustic instruments.
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Figure 2. Count-Me-In Web apps. Left to right: the Sequencer, the Drum Track and the Synth Track.

2. DESIGN RATIONALE

Count-Me-In allows a group of people to become active
performers and to create music together in a playful man-
ner. We designed it with these principles in mind:

Collaborative. It engages audience members by making
them active and conscious participants of the performance.

Social. It should promote social interaction. Focus
should not be on each individual’s interaction exclusively,
but in the collaborative contribution. It should be a fun
experience for all participants.

Interactive. In contrast to passive speaker arrays, mem-
bers of the audience can control musical parameters.
Causal relationship between their action and sound output
should be clear (agency). Interactivity and agency allow
members of the audience to effectively become perform-
ers.

Democratic. It should be very easy to use, regardless of
age, technical knowledge, or musical proficiency. It should
be platform independent, and it should not require a com-
plicated installation or authentication.

Scalable. It should support a variety of scenarios with
diverse numbers of people. It should work self-contained,
but it should also be possible to use it along other electronic
or acoustic instruments.

In alignement with these principles, we aimed for sim-
plicity in sound and graphic design. We did not enable
timbre editing or other complex functions and controls in
the current iteration of Count-Me-In, as we wanted par-
ticipants to focus on the collaborative experience. Some
design decisions (e.g. visual cues like track color coding
and labels) were aimed at helping participants to recognize
their own and others’ contribution to the musical activity,
hence helping with agency and social awareness [15]. The
effectiveness of these visual cues were evaluated in a pre-
liminary study included in section 5.

3. SYSTEM DESIGN

3.1 Architecture

Figure 3 shows the system architecture. It comprises a
back-end server running Node.js, a Sequencer Web ap-
plication, and multiple mobile-friendly Web clients, the
Tracks. The Web applications communicate in near-real-
time with the back-end using WebSockets. Participant in-
teraction data are logged to disk for analysis purposes. The
Sequencer app runs on an orchestration computer, whose
video output is meant to be shared with the audience via

Figure 3. System architecture.

a large display or a projection screen. All system audio
is rendered on the orchestration computer, hence, its audio
output should be amplified.

The system is designed around collaborative step se-
quencer. In a step sequencer, user actions (button presses)
schedule notes to be playedÐas opposed to play them im-
mediately. The sequencer then triggers audio at the right
times, according to scheduled notes (steps). As user ac-
tions are not meant to trigger sounds in real time, the neg-
ative effects of network latency in participant engagement
[16] are mitigated.

3.1.1 Sequencer and Track Apps

The Sequencer features 10 tracks and 16 steps and it is
depicted in Figure 2 (left). It is worth noting that the num-
ber of tracks is not hard-limited to 10. We used a number
that allowed all tracks to be comfortable shown on a typi-
cal 16:9 display. However, more tracks could be fit using
a large vertical display. Adding new tracks only requires
trivial code adjustments. Sequencer controls include Play
and Stop buttons, Tempo value in beats per minute, a se-
lector to switch between internal or external sounds, and a
button to display the current session information. As the
tempo is determined by the Sequencer app, master tempo
adjustments should be done in the orchestration computer.
We plan to implement a feature to overcome this limitation
in a future iteration of the Count-Me-In.

The Drum and Synth Track applications are shown in Fig-
ure 2 (middle and right, respectively). The Drum track fea-
tures 16 switches to turn individual steps on or off, and
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16 slider controls to adjust the velocity of each step. The
Synth Track features a 1-octave keyboard per step cen-
tered at the C2-B2 octave (C2 = 65.41Hz), with switches
to transpose an octave up or down.

3.1.2 Sound Generation

We implemented a simple square-wave-based monophonic
synthesizer and a 8-track drum sample player using the
WebAudio API [17]. The synth was based on a simple
square wave, with 30 milliseconds of portamento. Drum
samples were a subset of the popular Roland TR-808 2

sounds (Kick Drum, Snare Drum, Clap, Hi Tom, Mid Tom,
Cowbell, Closed Hi-Hat, and Open Hi-Hat). Two instances
of the synthesizer are assigned to tracks 9 and 10 respec-
tively, while different drum sounds are assigned to tracks
1 to 8. Further sound design for the system is possible but
out of the scope of this paper. However, the Sequencer out-
put can also be sent to an external MIDI device if external
sounds are preferred. The use of MIDI also makes it pos-
sible to synchronize Count-Me-In with other electronic in-
struments. MIDI implementation was done using the Web-
MIDI API [18].

3.2 Session Workflow

Figure 4 depicts the workflow of a Count-Me-In session,
as explained next:

1 The Orchestration computer should first access the
Count-Me-In server 3 and provide a name for the session.
2 The computer will display the Sequencer app. Its tracks

will all be empty and greyed out. A modal window ( 3 )
containing session information will be initially overlaid
over the Sequencer. It includes the name of the session, a
URL for participants to join the session, and a QR code. At
that moment, the session has started. 4 Once the session
information modal is closed, playback will begin. Play-
back can also be manually started and stopped, and tempo
can be adjusted with the relevant controls (Figure 2, left).

5 Multiple participants can join the session by scanning
the QR code or entering the URL in a Web browser. 6
They are asked for their initials, and they can click a but-
ton (labelled ªGo!º) to enter the session. When a partici-
pant enters a session( 7 ), they are randomly assigned one
of the sequencer tracks. 8 The Track app (either Drum or
Synth) will be displayed on their device. Besides the track
controls, Track apps display an icon that represents the in-
strument controlled by the participant and the participant’s
initials. Each Track has a distinct color, depending on the
assigned instrument (Figure 2, center and right). When a
participant joins, the Sequencer app will highlight the cor-
responding app with a color that matches that of the partic-
ipant’s Track, and will display the participant’s initials at
the left side of the Sequencer track (note the matching col-
ors and initials in Figure 2). We hypothesized that with this
the combination of visual cues (color-coded tracks, initials,
icons), each participant can easily notice what Sequencer
track they are controlling, and hence understand how their
interactions result in changes in the sound output.

2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roland TR-808
3 Currently deployed at https://count-me-in.azurewebsites.net

9 As soon as a participant starts interacting with the
Track app (e.g. by clicking a step button), 20 loop itera-
tions will be counted. After the 20 iterations have passed,
the participant will lose control of the track and will be
dropped in the initial screen (their initials are remembered
by means of a client cookie). The track is then released for
use by other participants, but the changes previously made
to the Track remain so as not to disrupt the current compo-
sition being played. This turn-taking mechanism prevents
participants to take exclusive controls of a track for a long
period of time. This also allows a number people higher
than the number of Sequencer tracks to participate in the
session. We thought it made more sense to set this timeout
in musical terms, hence we chose a number of iterations
instead of a period of time. 20 loop iterations (40 seconds
at 120bpm) seemed adequate in our tests, but further evalu-
ation with participants might be necessary to find the sweet
spot. Also, there is no reason for this to be a set number,
it could be adjusted depending on the Sequencer tempo or
the number of participants.

4. PRELIMINARY EVALUATION

We conducted a simple evaluation study with Count-Me-
In. This was not meant to be a thorough evaluation of the
system, but a way to obtain preliminary feedback to vali-
date some of our design decisions. Specifically, we wanted
to determine whether the combination of visual cues (track
color, initials, icons), and simple interface controls used
in the design of the Sequencer and Track apps, allowed
participants to understand the cause and effect relationship
between their individual actions and the resulting collabo-
rative output.

We invited 5 people with ages ranging from 8 to 46 years
(mean 34.4), 4 of them female, to participate in the evalu-
ation. None of the participants had a background in music,
although the youngest (an 8-year old child) has started his
musical training. The participants were attending a small
social gathering. Given the social aspect of Count-Me-In,
we consider this was an adequate context for evaluation.

We set up a computer with a projector and a speaker,
started a Count-Me-In session and invited participants to
scan the QR code, enter their initials and join the session.
We were intentionally brief and vague when providing in-
structions to participants. We simply asked them to try to
use the Web app on their mobiles (we provided an 11-inch
tablet to the child) and to observe what happened in the
projected app. We then observed and took note of partici-
pants’ reactions and behaviors.

To avoid interrupting the social activity, we did not ask
participants any follow-up questions immediately after the
Count-Me-In session took place. Instead, we asked partici-
pants what they liked and what they disliked about the ses-
sion the following day, via text messaging. When needed,
we also asked some clarifying follow-up questions, includ-
ing some regarding the Drum and Synth Track user in-
terfaces (UI). It remains part of future work to conduct a
more in-depth study that might include a post-session fo-
cus group or individual interviews.
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Figure 4. Session workflow and session information window (lower left corner).

Figure 5. Evaluation study setting.

5. RESULTS

We logged activity information in the server during the al-
most 17 minutes that the session lasted. Our logs were
time-stamped and included connection and disconnection
of each participant as well as interaction events. Interac-
tions could be button clicks (either on the Drum Track or
the Synth Track) or slider movements (only available in
the Drum Track). During the session, the 5 participants
produced a total of 2018 interaction events (min: 237,
max: 620, mean: 403.6), for an average of 23.7 events per
minute per participant. While there is no baseline to com-
pare with, this is evidence that participants were engaged
in the activity.

Overall, the reception to the Count-Me-In session was
positive. Based on the way people interacted with the sys-
tem and with each other, we observed two phases in the ac-
tivity. In the first phase, as soon as the activity started, par-
ticipants experimented with the interface, clicking buttons
and tweaking controls to see what happened. Phase two
came after a few minutes of experimentation, when partici-
pants started to have a more strategic approach, teaming up
to have structured results. Post-hoc discussion with P2 cor-
roborated the existence of these 2 phases. She explained:

“What I liked most about the instrument was the social el-
ement and the way we could explore and make sense of
it together, both individually in our own devices, and as
a group, on the wall projection and in our discussion. At
one time, someone said, let’s work together, and I tried co-
ordinating more with the others and creating some sort of
visual harmony that I hoped would translate into musical
harmony”. P4 also appreciated the collaborative possibili-
ties of the system and observed that “[it is] an activity that
is shared among several people to form a team together”.
The experience of ªmaking musicº with Count-Me-In was
generally considered fun and playful, and seemed to elicit
engagement and social connection between participants:
“It was fun to be able to interact with a melody and with
others” (P5). A most concise piece of feedback came from
P3, an 8-year child, who simply said “I liked it all”. We
tried to obtain more critical opinions from him, to no avail.

5.1 Effectiveness of Visual Cues

Our observations during the session and subsequent re-
sponses to post-hoc questions indicated that the visual cues
provided participants a sense of agency. After the initial
instructions were given and they had joined the session,
participants did not ask for additional guidance from the
researchers. During the activity, we asked participants if
they understood which Sequencer Track was theirs, and
the answer was affirmative in all cases.

Visual cues, specially color coding, seemed to be effec-
tive in guiding participants through their interaction. Col-
ors were also considered a pleasant aspect of the inter-
face. As explained by P1 “The interface on the screen
was pretty, and the little colors were easy to understand”.
When we asked P4 what helped her the most to identify
what sound she was in control of, she stated “with the
button pushing and the assigned icon”, indicating icons
were indeed a helpful visual cue for participants. However,
P2 also observed that the icon used in the Synth Track (a
generic 1/2 octave keyboard image) misled her to expect
the sound of an actual piano.

Participants’ answers to post-hoc questions did not ref-
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erence the use of the initials as Track identifiers, but we
observed a lot of lively conversations about who was in
control of each of the active Tracks. Initials were therefore
used to recognize what Tracks others were in charge of, as
opposed to which one was their own Track. Understanding
the contributions of peers by reading each other’s initials
helped developing the observed collaborative strategies af-
ter the initial exploration phase.

5.2 Sound Recognition by Participants

While the visual cues seem to be helpful for participants
to identify their Tracks, recognizability of sounds varied
between instruments. P1 indicated that “Some instruments
could be heard or were more obvious then others, which
made it difficult to recognize what one was doing”, In P2’s
words, “Some of the most difficult to understand and feel
like I was indeed controlling them, were the pianos and
some drums. I couldn’t tell what kind of drums they were,
so it was difficult to hear myself, but others, like the clap-
ping, were easy to identify.” P4 even suggested to “use a
single earphone per person to better listen each one’s in-
strument”. A more extreme case, P5, felt she could not
never find her sounds, and explained that “I could find my-
self clearly in the projection [but] I would have liked to be
able to find [the sound of] my instruments”. We hypoth-
esize the difficulty to recognize some of the timbres had
to do with the sub-optimal quality of the sound amplifi-
cation system used during the session (the speakers in the
projector), as we observed sounds like the kick drum were
particularly difficult to hear.

5.3 Feedback on the Drum and Synth Track UI

Two out of 5 participants considered the Synth Track in-
terface difficult to use. In P1’s words, “I didn’t understand
the more complex interface of the keyboard”. We used a
vertical button strip with black and white keys color cod-
ing (see Figure 2, left). Users with musical training would
probably notice the black and white pattern and vertical
orientation commonly used in piano rolls but, admittedly, it
does not look like a real keyboard. In contrast, we observed
that participants used the Drum Track interface without no-
ticeable issues or complaints.

We did not hear any criticism regarding the Drum Track
during the activity, and we observed that all participants
seemed to quickly understand how to use it. However,
most of the interaction events were button presses (1379,
68%), with less than 1/3 being slider adjustments. To un-
derstand why, we asked participants what they thought the
sliders were for, and we discovered that they were not well
understood. P4 said “I have no idea. I presume for turning
up the intensity”, while P1 stated “I think it was the vol-
ume”. The remaining participants had other assumptions,
but nobody seemed to clearly understand the function of
the sliders.

Finally, there was some confusion among participants re-
garding the notes that were already set in the Track when
they joined or re-joined the session after their turn expired
(see 9 in section 3.1.2). They thought they were placed
there as an example, or simply did not know where they

came from. This was not problematic, but it was confus-
ing, nonetheless.

In the next section we elaborate on the results and pro-
pose potential solutions for some of the issues we identi-
fied.

6. DISCUSSION

The results of the preliminary evaluation indicate that
Count-Me-In has potential for creating playful musical en-
gagement in social contexts. Visual output, specially color
coding and icons, effectively helped participants to under-
stand their contributions to the music activity. Initials iden-
tifiers were more frequently used by identifying the con-
tributions of other participants, which was an unexpected
use of the feature. We think this obeyed the need for social
awareness, which is a relevant aspect of communal music
activities. As explained by Professor Iain Morley, when
discussing what constitutes participation in musical and rit-
ual performances, “to consider oneself a participant [...]
in a performance (ritual or musical) relies upon a strong
sense of the perception of you by others engaged in the ac-
tivity, that is, it relies on well-developed theory of mind and
social awareness” [15]. Being able to identify each other’s
contributions encouraged participants to develop collabo-
rative strategies during the music making activity.

The aesthetics of the Sequencer interface were appreci-
ated by participants, suggesting that the session provided
a rich sensory experience: “I tried coordinating more with
the others and creating some sort of visual harmony that I
hoped would translate into musical harmony” (P2).

There is still work to be done regarding the Track inter-
faces. The vertical piano roll in the Synth Track was dif-
ficult to understand. We will consider other approaches.
One could be to redesign it to be more piano keyboard-
like. Another approach might be to use a slider to control
pitch. Unfortunately, sliders were not easily understood by
participants in the Drum Track, where they were used to
adjust the velocity of each step. Participants indeed ex-
plored the sliders, but presumably did not understand the
connection between the slider position and the velocity of
the drum sounds. We will need to further explore whether
this lack of clarity remains when the sliders control pitch,
as opposed to velocity. As for the Drum Track, possible
improvements include adding labels to the sliders or re-
placing the sliders altogether with radio buttons with dif-
ferent levels.

We did not receive any critical feedback that could be
related to the responsiveness of the system. Further techni-
cal evaluation is necessary, but our preliminary study indi-
cates that the step-sequencer design successfully made the
effects of network latency and jitter irrelevant to the partic-
ipant engagement.

We conclude that the combination of visual cues and a
step-sequencer design generally helped providing agency
to participants. However, this result was not consistent
in all circumstances. Participants found it difficult o rec-
ognize some of the sounds used by Count-Me-In. Low-
frequency sounds, like the kick drum and the center octave
used by the Synth Track (C2 = 65.41Hz) were harder to
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hear. The latter case was aggravated by using an interface
that was hard to understand by our non-musically-oriented
participants. We think that the use of a low-quality ampli-
fication system had an important influence in this result, as
low frequencies were not reproduced in an adequate man-
ner. Further evaluation with a proper, full-range amplifica-
tion system will help clarifying this. Using a higher center
octave for the Synth Track would also help users to recog-
nize its sound.

6.1 Future Work

The initial results of the Count-Me-In are promising, but
there are areas of improvement. In future work we will
include the evaluation of improvements mentioned in the
precious section; understanding the influence of sound
quality in the perception of the different sounds; and a
study with focused on verifying that the turn-taking system
allows larger number of users to engage with the system.

We also envision different scenarios in which Count-Me-
In can play an important role in engaging attendees. First,
we are interested to see how current results vary with ex-
pert subjects, thus we plan to evaluate the system with
users with musical training. We hypothesize that there
will be less issues with the interface and sound recognition,
and we think the input of musicians might be valuable on
other aspects. Additionally, we want to evaluate the value
of using the system along with live performances of other
instruments. In that scenario, we think Count-Me-In will
help creating a cohesive, engaging and fun experience in-
volving both performers and the audience.

7. CONCLUSION

We introduced Count-Me-In, a collaborative music mak-
ing and performance system. We conducted a preliminary
evaluation and found evidence that it helps creating a fun,
playful and engaging experience for social contexts, satis-
fying most of our design principles. We identified short-
comings of the interface and observed that the experience
of individual users might be affected by the timber of the
instrument they are controlling. We also observed that
the sound quality of the amplification system is important
for an optimal experience. We plan to refine the system
based on the feedback received in the preliminary study,
and to evaluate it in different contexts, including larger user
groups and sessions with musicians.
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